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thorough review of Judaism as it has been practiced by Jewish men, women,
and children for thousands of years provides concise directions for
observing traditions, captioned illustrations that illuminate and enhance the
text, and overall guidance about how to live a Jewish life. Organized into ten
chapters, hundreds of transliterated terms are linked together in a friendly
narrative that leads the readers step-by-step through the vocabulary and
concepts of Jewish tradition. The text includes chapters on the
interpretation and significance of the word "Torah," the foundation of all
Jewish knowledge; the synagogue and its artifacts; prayer and Jewish
liturgy; the Jewish (lunar/solar) calendar; the Sabbath; the high holy days;
the pilgrimage festivals; the minor festivals; the Jewish life cycle; and
special words and phrases that are used in everyday Jewish life. Exploring
Jewish Tradition is a guidebook not only for the traditional Jew but for the
uncertain newcomer, the inquisitive non-Jew, or anyone else who has ever
wondered about the difference between Torah and Talmud, Kiddush and
Kaddish, Shabbat and Shevat, or mezuzah and mazal.

Judaism in Today's World-Sally Lynch 2002

Judaism in Today's World-Vivienne Cato 2000

World Jewry Today-Simon Federbusch 1959

The Maverick Rabbi-Aaron I. Reichel 1984

Exploring Jewish Tradition-Abraham Witty 2001 If you want to introduce
Jewish traditions into your home, would like to learn about the Jewish faith
of your neighbor, plan to host a traditional seder, or are just curious about a
term or ritual, Exploring Jewish Tradition addresses all your needs. This
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Student World- 1965
Tradition- 1989 A journal of Orthodox Jewish thought.
AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK 1973 VOLUME 74-MORRIS FINE
1973

Sh'ma- 1993

Portraits of Jewish Learning-Diane Tickton Schuster 2019-01-11 Portraits
of Jewish Learning brings together colorful accounts of the ways that Jewish
students today are having meaningful learning experiences in day school
classrooms, Hebrew programs, synagogue-based schools, and high school
and college courses that push students out of their comfort zone. Whether
the students are second graders engaged in text analysis, sixth graders
solving complex “mystery puzzles” about Jewish values, or teens
encountering “counter-narratives” about Israel’s history, these
stories—informed by careful and disciplined inquiry—prompt readers to
reflect on questions of what Jewish learning is, what we can discover by
studying experiences of learning at close range and over time, and how
Jewish education can respond to the needs and interests of Jewish learners
who seek a Judaism that is relevant in today’s world. The work of
researchers and practitioners who are changing the landscape of
contemporary Jewish education, these portraits are designed to encourage
critical discussion among educational leaders, clergy, policymakers,
philanthropists, and parents, as well as teachers and those aspiring to work
in Jewish education. They invite us to think about the many ways that
today’s Jewish education can be enriched by experimentation and
innovation.

Jewish Life in Washtenaw County- 2007

Jewish Spectator- 1969

Conservative Judaism- 2002

The National Jewish Monthly- 1968

World Jewish Population-Sergio Della Pergola 1992

Jewish Life- 1972

Merit Students Encyclopedia- 1979 Encyclopedia entries are designed for
students from elementary through high school and are written or reviewed
by subject specialists.

Dimensions of Jewish Existence Today-B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundations
1965

Christianity Today- 1974

Proceedings of the ... Plenary Assembly of the World Jewish
Congress-World Jewish Congress 1975
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Jewish Education in Democratic Society-Jack Cohen 1964
The Art of Jewish Children, Germany, 1936-1941-Sybil Milton 1989 125
drawings exhibited by the Dusseldorf Museum in 1988. The collection and
accompanying narrative essays tell the story of Julo Levin, artist and
teacher, and the survival of the drawings. Finely reproduced color and
bandw photos of Levin's work, that of his circle of friends, and, of course,
that of the children. A translation from the German (1988, Dusseldorf:
Claassen). Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Trees, Earth, and Torah-Ari Elon 1999 Draws from biblical, rabbinical,
medieval, and modern sources that address the significance and historical
development of the holiday, offers several examples of a Seder tu B'Shvat,
includes mystical writings along with Zionist and eco Jewish piec.

Dialogues in Judaism-William Berkowitz 1991 A collection of the editor's
interviews with prominent Jews. Pt. 3 (pp. 229-335), "Six Million Were
Murdered", contains interviews with Judge Michael Musmanno on the
Eichmann trial; Marie Syrkin about Jewish resistance and rescue during the
Holocaust; Arthur Morse on the indifference of most of the free world to the
fate of the Jews; Elie Wiesel on forgetfulness of the Holocaust among both
Jews and non-Jews and the danger of reawakened antisemitism; and Emil L.
Fackenheim on post-Holocaust theology.

Judaism as a Civilization-Mordecai Menahem Kaplan 1972

Jewish Historical Studies- 1989

Jewish Action- 1998

Living a Jewish Life-Anita Diamant 1991 Jewish tradition is a gift and a
challenge. "Living a Jewish Life" is your guide to the cultural and spiritual
treasures of Judaism, explained in ways that address the choices posed by
modern life. From hanging a mezuzah to celebrating a wedding, from
lighting Sabbath candles to choosing a synagogue that's right for you and
your family, you will find "why-to's" and "how-to's" in these pages, which are
tuned to both the realities of the modern world and the timeless, grounding
rhythms of Jewish tradition. Spanning the spectrum of liberal Jewish
thought -- Conservative, Reconstructionist and Reform, unaffiliated, new
age and secular -- this book provides a sensitive and practical introduction
to making Judaism a meaningful part of your life. Filled with anecdotes,
lore, memorable quotations, history, prayers and ceremonies, "Living a
Jewish Life" celebrates the diversity, joy and fulfillment of Jewish life today.
This book is filled with your Jewish choices.

The Test of Time-Alfred Jospe 1974

B'nai B'rith National Jewish Monthly- 1933

Judaism- 1974

The Attitude of the Jewish Student in the Colleges and Universities
Towards His Religion-Marvin Nathan 1932

Chai Today- 1992

Aspects of the Religious Behavior of American Jews-Charles S.
Liebman 1974

Jewish Affairs- 1974
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Annual Convention - Central Conference of American Rabbis-Central
Conference of American Rabbis 1961

The Jewish Teacher- 1961-04

Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches- 1990
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